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Abstract 

 Every post-colonial literature has the imprint of fight for freedom, search for identity, 

inner pain, and so on, for it becomes the major concern for a writer who lives in post-colonial 

countries such as Africa, Nigeria and India. Post- colonialism is the period of a country after 

the colonialism. It has the traces of slavery, sufferings, opposition, suppression and oppression. 

Even though it will be not be possible to say all they post-colonial works have the self-

revelation aspect of the writers some of the works do have it. Every writer in the post-colonial 

countries would have been undergone through a painful situation of colonialism and which is 

being reflected in their works. They reveal their life, their expectation, their hop, their pain and 

so on through their works. This paper brings out the select post-colonial writers self-revelation 

through their select works. 

Literature was produced both before and after the colonization. The writers expose their 

loss of identity, slavery system and so on. Africa is called to be the Dark Continent even though 

it has much of prosperity and wealth in it. The native people were humiliated, colonized and 

ruled over for many years by the white and it was called the white men’s burden. In the name 

of teaching and trading the white people entered into the nation and theft their wealth, destroyed 

their nature, and suppressed their freedom. They made the native people to think that they are 

inferior; they made them to lose their identity. Those people were victimized. When slavery 

began in Africa people were made to be slave under the whites. They were unable to express 

themselves outside.  
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Things got changed when they developed the literary movements in the country. The 

thought of freedom, education, human rights were given to them through literary works such 

as Claude McKay’sLiberator (1919). Thus people started to write for the nation and for them. 

All of these writers express the slavery and the cruel consequences in their writing. The Refugee 

Mother and Child, Far Cry from Africa, Their Eyes were Watching God are some of the works 

in African American literature which represent the sufferings of African people. 

 As years passed it was the native people’s turn to expose them. They break the rules of 

the whites and came with a fully fledged manner to regain their identity. They themselves 

started to work for their equality through their writings which is termed as Post 

Colonialism.And the writers thought that it was their duty to bring out things in order to develop 

the country and to give scope in hearts of the people. So they share their ownself in their 

writings so that it cold kindle the country men and derive them towards development and 

freedom. Some sort of confession is expressed in the Post-colonial Work. The depression of 

the people is expressed in all the works. The writers are so courageous that they express their 

rejection from the ruling people. 

There are some more works which are filled with hope that they encourage the people 

to move forward and to be educated through which they can abolish the slavery and they can 

also draw their own cultural identity again.Telephonic Conversationand The Journey to the 

Interiorare some of the notable African American works which are written in order to give 

hope to the people in the society. 

This literature gives importance to the people and their condition or state in the society. 

Some of the eminent writers and their works are as follows, Chinua Achebe’s Things fall Apart, 

Arrow of God, Wole Soyinka’s The Dance in the Forest, The Road (she was the first African 
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writer to receive Nobel Prize in 1986) Derek Walcott’sA Far cry from Africa, Margret 

Atwood’s The Journey through the Interior.Sylvia Plath’s Lady Lazarus, Daddy. 

 Christopher, Nugi Wa Thiongo, Ben Ogri are some of the African writers who wrote in 

English. The literary works from these writers give hope to the people. They retrieve their 

tradition, culture. They create their own identity and they prove themselves to the literary world 

and also the white society through their powerful writing. In all of their writing racism, 

alienation, search for a social identity and self- revelation become the major themes. These 

works are filled with natural sources, pain, loss, sufferings, troubles and racial discrimination. 

It is otherwise called black literature or slave literature.  

Wole Soyinka is a Nigerian writer,play write,poet and a critic, who is also the first 

African to receive the Nobel Prize in 1986. He is also recognized for his work The 

Road.Telephone Conversation by Wole Soyinka is one of the remarked works which expresses 

self-revelation.The prejudice that the people of his country faced in their past is reflected in 

this poem. They try to prove themselves equal with other. The fear, wish of the poet which is 

gained through his own experiences is revealed in this poem. 

The rejection a black man in this by the white lady is only because of his complexion. 

This derives a great anger in the heart of the poet for it is the condition of every African in the 

society. The poet wants to take revenge on the white community by letting the man in that 

poem to insult the woman.  Facially, I am brunette, but madam you should see /the rest of 

me. Palm of my hand, soles of my feet/ Are a peroxide blonde.friction caused. He wants 

the Black people to use their knowledge and wit to proof themselves in the dominated society. 

It is the poet who wants to take a revenge on the people who suppress the native. He poured 

his emotion into the person in the poem and used him to express his own feelings. 
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Journey to the Interior by Margaret Atwood is another work which reveals the 

mentality of a writer of post-colonial country.The complexity in the poet’s mind is expressed 

in each and every line of this poem. Thetrouble their ancestors faced is revealed through 

literature. The self-conflict and consciousness is the important elementin this poem. The 

solution for their drowned humanity and their own life can be foundby the writers and through 

their literary piece which could help the people to be free from the trace of colonialism. Even 

the images she uses in this poem can clearly tell the state the poet’s mind. Whatever I do I 

must /keep my head. I know/ it is easier for me to lose my way/ forever here than in any 

other/ landscapes.The unpredictable condition of the colonized people’s life is explained. 

Their life itselfis uncertain and with full of danger. The people are affected much that they lose 

their identity. The search of their identity is depicted in their writings. 

A Far cry from Africa written by Derek Walcott is the poem which depicts the mental 

conflict of the writer because of the dual identity crisis. I who am poisoned with the blood of 

both/ Where shall I turn divided to the vein.In this poem, the writer discusses about the 

nature of the blacks and whites. He is confused in choosing his belongingness. The above lines 

explain the mental state of the poet. Between this Africa and the English/ tongue I love/ 

betray them both, or give back what/ they give?The poet has two grandfathers and two grand 

mothers from different nations and this creates a dilemma. As a result to it he starts hating both 

the parties which he confesses in his poems.This poem was written after the World War-II 

which arouses a lot of questions to the minds of the people and to the destruction of the society 

and resulted in writings. The thing he sees in his country, faced in the actions of his fellow men 

is expressed in this poem. 

Chinua Achebe’s The Novelist as Teacher, poses a request to African writers to take 

the role of teacher in their works. In his novel Things Fall Apart, the history of Ibo society is 

displayed to the reader through the story of Okonkwo and his family. HisRefugee Mother and 
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child,depicts the sufferings of the people in Africa which the writer himself came across, faced 

and felt. It portrays the unavoidable death and pain of those people whose loved ones have 

died. The mother in this poem has no ways to aid the dying child and to feed the starving child. 

Because she is even unable to treat herself well. 

Chinua Achebe not only tells a single mother’s pain in this poem but the pain of a 

number of women who were under the control of whites. They lost their families; children 

before their own eyes that too because of hunger in a wealthy nation once. With washed out 

ribs and dried up/ steps behind blown empty bellies.It is really a cruel thing to watch one’s 

own offspring dying infront and that is what happened to every mother in Africa. 

Finding one’s identity in the society is much more important than the other things in 

the life. It gives meaning to the living. But in the Blacks’ life it was tough to maintain their 

identity because their identity put them into trouble, pain, slavery, death and so on. They were 

ready to hide their identity and they felt ashamed to reveal their identity. The various genres of 

Post-Colonial literature served the society to bring out their own identity. People gained self -

confidence and courage that they used their writings to show their identity. It is known that all 

over the world Africa is the heritage country even till today. The cause and effects of racism 

exists even till today.  

Even though they possess everything, they cannot use it and they are exploited by the 

whites.The people are ashamed of expressing themselves for they are made to think inferior to 

the whites. Writers opposed this kind of notion and fought for identity by revealing their own 

identity and by accepting the people’s identity. The lives of blacks were not respected by the 

whites. They did not treat them equally or even with humanity. Thus the writers from Africa 

strongly condemned the white society and they gave a call to the black to be brave.  
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One of the great writers who encouraged people to stick into their identity is Langston 

Hughes. He is famous in the African American history because of his uniqueness in applying 

various themes in his writing.   

Hughes saw the incredible creative power of African-American speech, music 

and style and out of them he constructed an African- American aesthetic that 

has not yet been equaled… Hughes never wavered in his identification with “my 

people.” “I don’t study the black man” he wrote. “I feel him”. (Everybody Say 

Freedom 216) 

Midnight’s Children written by Ahmed Salman Rushdie is a great work in Indian 

writingwhich can supports this paper. He was born on June 19, 1947, at Bombay in India. He 

is the only son among four children of Anis Ahmed Rushdie and Negin Butt. His father was a 

business man who was educated at Cambridge University in England. Rushdie had a 

memorable childhood days and enjoyed much. He was always surrounded by books.At the age 

of fourteen he wassent to Rugby, a private school. There he was tortured by his fellow students 

for both the reasons that he was fromIndia and he did not have any athletic ability. 

Saleem Sinai, the narrator of midnight’s Children tells that he was born in the year 1947 

which is the impression of the writer on his own self.  The war hero is Shiva in this story has 

the power of knees. He is also a great runner which is again an impression of the bad memories 

of the writer. The political issues which are discussed and portrayed in this work must have 

been faced by him and his family. 

Thus it becomes evident that some of the works of post-colonial writers have some or 

the other self-revelation notes in it. This gives hope to the people belong to that reign. This 

revelation of the writers also encourages people to accept themselves and to reveal their identity 

without any hesitation or fear. Only this can give meaning to one’s life. 
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